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Abstract
Abstract
Objective — To examine changes in categories of soft drink consumption
in a cohort of Mexican adults, three years after the implementation of
the sugar sweetened beverage tax.
Design — Open cohort longitudinal analysis.
Setting — Three waves of the Health Workers Cohort Study, Mexico,
spanning 2004 to 2018.
Participants — 1770 people aged 19 years or older with information
on drinks consumption available in at least one of the three cohort waves.
Main outcome measure — Change in probability of belonging to one
of four categories of soft drinks consumption (non, low, medium, high)
after the tax was implemented. Heterogeneity of associations by income
and education was also assessed.
Results — Before the implementation of the tax, more than 50% of the
participants were medium and high consumers of soft drinks and less
than 10% were in the non-consumer category. After the tax was
implemented, 43% of the population was categorised as medium or high
consumers and the prevalence of non-consumers increased to 14%.
Three years after implementation of the tax on 1 January 2014, the
probability of being a non-consumer of soft drinks increased by 4.7 (95%
confidence interval 0.3 to 9.1) percentage points and that of being a low

consumer increased by 8.3 (0.6 to 16.0) percentage points compared
with the pre-tax period. Conversely, the probability of being in the medium
and high levels of soft drinks consumption decreased by 6.8 (0.5 to 13.2)
percentage points and 6.1 (0.4 to 11.9) percentage points, respectively.
No significant heterogeneity of the tax across income levels was
observed, but stronger effects of the tax were seen in participants with
secondary school education or higher, compared with those with
elementary school or less.
Conclusions — The Mexican sugar sweetened beverage tax was
associated with a reduction in the probability of consuming soft drinks
in this cohort of employees from a healthcare provider. The results cannot
be extrapolated to the Mexican population, but they suggest that three
years after implementation, the tax had helped to increase the proportion
of people who do not consume soft drinks while decreasing the proportion
of high and medium consumers.
Introduction
Consumption of added sugars is a primary risk factor for
non-communicable diseases.1 2 Sugar sweetened beverages are
a main source of added sugars in the diet.3 High consumption
of such drinks has been linked to obesity, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, metabolic syndrome, and
dental caries, as well as to some types of cancer.4-7 In 2017 the
World Health Organization recommended limiting intake of
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free sugar to 10% of total energy.1 To reduce sugar consumption,
WHO now recommends the implementation of fiscal policies
to increase the price of sugar sweetened beverages.8 9 Taxes on
sugar sweetened beverages have been implemented in many
countries, including Mexico, France, Hungary, Norway, South
Africa, and the UK, as well as in some US cities such as
Berkeley and Philadelphia.10-12 Robust evaluations after the
implementation of taxes on sugar sweetened beverages have
shown important decreases in purchases or sales of such
drinks.1 13-16

In Mexico, the consumption of added sugars represented 12.5%
of the total energy intake in 2012, of which 70% came from
sugar sweetened beverages.3 17 Owing to the high levels of
consumption of these drinks, Mexico has been ranked first in
mortality and morbidity attributable to sugar sweetened
beverages.18 19 To begin countering this, the Mexican government
implemented a tax of 1 peso (£0.03; €0.04; $0.04) per litre
(approximately 10% increase in price) on all non-alcoholic
drinks with added sugar starting on 1 January 2014. Two years
after implementation of the tax, household purchases of taxed
beverages decreased by an average of 7.6%.20 Larger reductions
in purchases of these beverages were documented in urban areas,
in households with children and adolescents, in low
socioeconomic households, and among high sugar sweetened
beverage purchasing households.20-22 However, these studies
have relied on purchase data, aggregated at the household level.
More evidence about the effect of the tax on individual level
consumption and health outcomes is needed.23 Emerging studies
with longer term results on the effect of the tax on consumption
of sugar sweetened beverages and health related outcomes will
allow us to understand the utility of these interventions at an
individual level.
Using two pre-tax waves and one post-tax wave of data on
consumption of soft drinks from a Mexican adult cohort, we
aimed to estimate the change in categories of soft drink
consumption three years after the implementation of the tax on
sugar sweetened beverages and to assess the potential effect
modification of the tax by income levels.

Methods
Setting and study design
We conducted longitudinal analysis using data from the Health
Workers Cohort Study (HWCS). The HWCS is a prospective
open cohort study composed of employees from the Mexican
Institute of Social Security (IMSS for its Spanish acronym) and
their families in Cuernavaca. IMSS is one of the three main
public healthcare institutions in Mexico, providing healthcare
to nearly 43 million people (30.1% of the national population).24

The cohort is occupationally diverse, including medical doctors,
nurses and nurse assistants, social workers, management, and
administration and cleaning personnel, among others. Compared
with the Mexican population, participants in the HWCS were,
on average, in the seventh tenth of monthly average household
income ($14 100 MXN); by thirds, the average of the low
income group in the cohort corresponded to the second tenth of
national income, medium income to the sixth, and high income
to the top tenth.
The HWCS has had three data collection waves: 2004-06,
2010-13, and 2017-18. The total number of employees at IMSS
in the State of Morelos in 2004 was around 6000; of those, 75%
(n=4500) were IMSS Cuernavaca employees. Of the total 4500
IMSS employees, the HWCS recruited 2500 people at baseline;
the response rate was 77% for wave 2 and 50% for wave 3.
Participants completed a self-administered questionnaire, which

collected data on demographic characteristics, medical family
history, past medical history, lifestyle (diet and physical
activity), psychosocial evaluation, quality of life, social support,
and cognitive assessment. Detailed information can be found
elsewhere.25

Sample
For our analysis, we used data from all three waves of the cohort.
We included participants aged 19 years and older with at least
one food frequency questionnaire measurement and complete
beverage consumption information.25 From the original 4928
observations, we excluded pregnant women, participants with
extreme values of energy intake (<600 Kcal (1 kcal=4.18 kJ)
and >6550 Kcal), and those who reported soft drink consumption
of 1500 mL or more per day.26 Our total analytical sample
included 1770 people with 3786 observations. Details about the
development of the analytical sample can be found in appendix
1 table A1-1.

Soft drink consumption and tax
implementation
Our outcome of interest was the change in the probability of
belonging to one of four categories of consumption after the tax
was implemented. The HWCS self-reported questionnaire
assessed diet with a validated semi-quantitative food frequency
questionnaire of 116 food items, asking about the frequency of
food consumption over the previous 12 months.27 The
questionnaire was previously validated in a sample of Mexican
women, showing moderately good validity for energy and most
nutrients. We used information from the food frequency
questions related to consumption of sugar sweetened beverages:
“a bottle of cola” and “a bottle of flavored soft drink.” Frequency
of consumption was recorded with 10 different options ranging
from “never” to “six or more times per day.” The questionnaire
assumed that one serving of soft drink equalled 355 mL. We
compiled this information and classified the frequency of
consumption into four categories, to make our results
comparable to previous literature.28 29 A non-consumer had no
soft drink consumption, a low consumer consumed less than
one serving a week, a medium consumer consumed at least one
serving a week but less than one serving a day, and a high
consumer consumed at least one serving a day. The sugar
sweetened beverages tax was implemented on 1 January 2014;
thus, we created a dichotomous variable for the tax, being 0 for
the pre-tax period (2004-13) and 1 for the post-tax period
(2017-18).

Time invariant and time varying covariates
We included age at baseline centred to the mean as a time
invariant variable to control for the age at the beginning of
follow-up. Time varying covariates were updated at each wave
of data collection. We included a continuous variable for time,
which represents the number of years that a person spent in the
cohort. We used annual gross domestic product in current USD
and yearly inflation (base index on July 2018) reported by the
National Institute of Statistics and Geography to adjust for
macroeconomic variables.30 We included dummy variables for
education, classified into three groups: elementary school or
less, secondary school or high school, and college or higher.
Income represents monthly family income as reported in the
HWCS questionnaire, divided into three groups by tertiles (low,
middle, high). We used thirds of income to identify differential
effects by group, to allow for non-linearities, and to be
comparable to previous analyses done at the household level.31
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We allowed income to vary by wave as we wanted to see how
changes in income categories were associated with changes in
the probability of moving to a different consumption category,
independently of the tax. We also adjusted for seasonality and
changes in demand for beverages due to the weather, by using
the monthly temperature in the Celsius scale as reported in
Cuernavaca, Morelos, and linking it to the date at which
participants completed each questionnaire. Finally, we included
an interaction term between age at baseline and time spent in
the cohort, to allow for different time trends according to the
age at baseline of each participant.

Statistical analysis
We estimated the mean and standard deviation or the frequency
and percentage of each covariate for each wave of data
collection. We estimated the prevalence and 95% confidence
interval of the sample in the four categories of soft drink
consumption, for the three waves of data collection.
For our main analysis, we fitted an ordered logistic correlated
random effect regression (OLCRE) model for unbalanced panel
data, to evaluate the association of the tax with the probability
of remaining in the same category of soft drink consumption.
We selected this model because it can simultaneously estimate
within individual and between individual effects. Briefly, the
OLCRE model estimates coefficients for level 1 variables that
vary between and within individuals, as well as level 2 variables
that vary only between individuals.32 See appendix 1 for a
detailed description of the model.
To fit the OLCRE model, we used the -ologit- command in
Stata, following methods described by Schunck.33 For this
analysis, we focused on the within individual effect ) of the
sugar sweetened beverages tax. Complete OLCRE models
translated to proportional odds ratios are available in appendix
1. To explore the potential effect modification of the tax on
consumption by income and education, we introduced an
interaction term between the tax period indicator variable and
income category (low, middle, or high) and between tax and
education (elementary school or less, secondary school or high
school, and college or higher). To facilitate the presentation and
interpretation of the models, we used the post-estimation Stata
command -margins- to calculate the marginal effects of the tax
on the probability of being in one of the categories of soft drinks
consumption. We used Stata/SE 14.2 for all analyses.

Sensitivity analysis
We relied on an unbalanced panel to estimate the difference in
soft drinks consumption before and after implementation of the
tax. This could introduce bias in the estimates due to missing
data at different waves. To explore the robustness of our
findings, we did a complete case analysis as a sensitivity
analysis, restricting our analysis to participants with information
in all three waves (n=650 for each wave, 50% of full analytical
sample). A detailed description of the sample and regression
analysis is available in appendix 2.

Patient and public involvement
The research design, questions, and outcomes were developed
without participant involvement. Participants were not asked
to contribute to interpretation or writing of the results. However,
participants with abnormal findings were informed and referred
for treatment.

Results
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the sample of HWCS
participants at each wave of data collection. The average age
during the study period was 47 years, with a slightly older
sample at wave 3. In 2010 the male population was 7% higher
than in 2004 and 2017 (male prevalence ∼23%). Nearly 50%
of our analytical sample was composed of people with a college
degree or higher. In 2017 42% of the population was in the high
income category; this represents an increase of 9% compared
with 2004 and 13% compared with 2010.
Figure 1 shows the unadjusted distribution of soft drinks
consumption before and after implementation of the tax. Before
the implementation of the tax, more than 50% of the participants
were medium and high consumers (56.9% in 2004 and 55.8%
in 2010), and less than 10% were in the non-consumer category
(5.1% in 2004 and 6.9% in 2010) of soft drink consumption.
After the tax was implemented, 42.9% of the population was
categorised as medium or high consumers and the prevalence
of non-consumers increased to 13.6%. Before the tax, the
prevalence of high consumers was increasing (11.3% in 2004
to 13.1% in 2010); after 2014 the prevalence of high consumers
decreased to 8.1%.
Table A1-2 in the appendix shows the proportional odds ratios
of the OLCRE model for the association between the tax and
categories of soft drinks intake. After the tax was implemented,
the proportional odds of being in a high consumption category,
compared with being in any lower category became 61% lower
(odds ratio 0.39; 95% confidence interval 0.16 to 0.94), after
adjustment for time varying and time invariant covariates.
Translated into changes in probabilities, this reduction implies
that after the implementation of the tax, the probability of
becoming a non-consumer increased by 4.7 (95% confidence
interval 0.3 to 9.1) percentage points, and the probability of
being a low consumer increased by 8.3 (0.6 to 16.0) percentage
points. Conversely, the probability of being in the medium and
high levels of soft drink consumption decreased by 6.8 (0.5 to
13.2) percentage points for medium consumers and 6.1 (0.4 to
12.0) percentage points for high consumers (fig 2).

Effect modification of sugar sweetened drink
tax by income and education category
As a secondary analysis, we assessed the potential effect
modification of the tax at different levels of individual income
(low, middle, or high); the interaction between income and tax
was marginally significant only for the middle income group
(appendix table A1-3). However, consistent with results in figure
2, table 2 shows an increase in the probability of being in a
non-consumer or low soft drink consumer category and a
reduction in the probability of being in a medium or high
category for all income categories.
We also assessed the effect modification of the tax by level of
education; in this case, the interaction was statistically
significant, indicating stronger effects of the tax for both
participants with secondary school and high school education
and those with college and higher levels of education, compared
with those with elementary school or less (appendix 1 table
A1-4). Table 3 shows the change in the probability of soft drinks
consumption after the tax; the probability of being a
non-consumer increased for participants with secondary and
high school education (6.8 (0.7 to 12.9) percentage points) and
college and higher education (6.7 (0.0 to 13.4) percentage points)
but not for those with elementary school education (0.9 (−1.7
to 3.5) percentage points). We observed a similar pattern for
the probability of being a low consumer. The probability of
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being in a high level of consumption decreased after
implementation of the tax, particularly in participants with
secondary and high school education (−6.8 (−11.7 to −2.0)
percentage points) and with college and higher education (−5.0
(−9.1 to −0.9) percentage points), compared with participants
with elementary school or less (−3.7 (−13.7 to 6.3) percentage
points). We observed a similar pattern for medium levels of
consumption.

Sensitivity analysis
We replicated our main model analysis in the subsample of
participants with information in all three waves to do a complete
case analysis (fig 3). Overall, the same patterns were observed
and the strength of the associations increased. The probability
of remaining in the medium level of consumption decreased by
10.8 (1.7 to 19.8) percentage points after implementation of the
tax, compared with 6.8 percentage points in the unbalanced
sample. Similarly, the probability of remaining in the high
category of consumption decreased by 8.0 (1.3 to 14.8),
compared with 6.1 percentage points in the unbalanced sample.
Detailed information of the coefficients from this statistical
model can be found in appendix 2.

Discussion
We aimed to estimate the change in the probability of consuming
soft drinks after the sugar sweetened beverages tax was
implemented, using 14 years of cohort data from the Health
Workers Cohort Study in Cuernavaca, Mexico. We found that
the tax was associated with a 6.8 percentage points and 6.1
percentage points decrease in the probability of being in the
medium and high categories of soft drink consumption,
respectively, with a corresponding increase in the low
consumption (8.3 percentage points) and non-consumption (4.7
percentage points) categories. These findings suggest that the
1 peso per litre tax in Mexico helped to reduce soft drinks
consumption in this population even three years after
implementation.

Comparison with other studies
Although several studies have estimated the effect of sugar
sweetened beverages taxes on household purchases, very few
examples using individual level self-reported consumption data
are available. To our knowledge, only Philadelphia and Berkeley
have used a similar approach. In Philadelphia, a telephone
survey was used to estimate changes in consumption of sugar
sweetened drinks; the results showed that the odds of daily soda
consumption decreased by 40% after implementation of the
tax.34 In Berkeley, three studies included measures of
self-reported sugar sweetened drinks consumption. One used
24 hour beverage recall surveys before and after the tax
(collected in the same months one year apart) and found that
consumption had fallen 21% eight months after the tax was
implemented, but the study was insufficiently powered to detect
an effect.11 Another study interviewed shoppers in low income
neighbourhoods in Berkeley using a short beverage frequency
measure. This study found that consumption of soda and other
sugary drinks fell significantly by 21% four months after
implementation.15 The most recent study, by Lee et al, observed
that consumption of sugar sweetened drinks in Berkeley three
years after the tax decreased by 0.55 times per day.35

Self-reported individual level consumption information provides
a closer approximation to individual level behaviours; however,
it is subject to self-report measurement biases that other
approaches, such as sales figures, are less prone to, making the

analyses of all potential data sources valuable for policy analysis
and evaluation. Although studies quantifying changes in
consumption after sugar sweetened beverages taxes are lacking,
countries such as Finland, Hungary, and France have produced
evaluations using purchase data. Finland and Hungary decreased
their demand for soft drinks by 4.7% and 10.2%, respectively,
between 2011 and 2013. France also achieved a reduction of
6.7% in the demand for sugar sweetened drinks between 2012
and 2013.36 Although the percentage of taxation is different
across countries, all evaluations showed significant decreases
in purchases.37 Comparing these reductions with our results is
difficult, as we used consumption data and focused on estimating
the probability of change across consumption categories, with
no quantification of the change in soft drink intake. However,
our results suggest a change in soft drink consumption
behaviours in the expected direction: an increase in the
probability of becoming a low consumer or non-consumer after
the tax.
The effect of the sugar sweetened beverages tax in Mexico has
been extensively evaluated using household purchases.14 20 22

Our findings, although not comparable given the different
measures used, are consistent with those of studies that showed
reductions in household purchases of taxed beverages in urban
areas or reductions in country level sales of sugary drinks
associated with the sugar sweetened beverages tax.14 21

Household purchases per capita are a proxy for individual
consumption and have been shown to adequately approximate
dietary quality.38 39 However, household purchase data tend to
omit drinks acquired in other venues (for example, food service)
or consumed outside of home, a behaviour that is better captured
by the food frequency questionnaire.
Previous Mexican studies reported a price elasticity for soft
drinks of −1.06 and−1.16 for sugar sweetened beverages; these
elasticities were higher for households in rural areas, in high
marginalised zones, or with lower income.40 Studies conducted
using nationally representative samples in Mexico found that
households with low socioeconomic status experienced the
largest reduction in purchases of sugar sweetened drinks after
the tax, compared with higher socioeconomic status strata.20 21

Our study found no statistically significant difference in the
effect of the tax by income level, although there was an
indication that participants in the middle level of income could
have experienced a larger reduction in consumption than other
income groups. This discrepancy could be explained by the
differences in the income distribution of our cohort, compared
with the Mexican population; for instance, our low income third
captures people between the second and third deciles of the
national income, whereas our high income third includes
participants above the ninth decile of national income. Thus,
the range of income captured by our cohort is smaller and biased
towards higher income, compared with national estimates (no
representation of the poorest tenth and overrepresentation of
the top 20% of income).
We observed heterogeneity of the effect of the tax by education
level, with larger decreases in the probability of being a medium
and high consumer of soft drinks and greater increases in the
probability of being a low consumer or non-consumer in
participants with secondary and higher education, compared
with those with elementary education or less. A previous
analysis using purchase data in a nationally representative
sample found that households in which the family head had an
education level of less than high school experienced the largest
reduction in taxed beverage purchases after the tax.22 In our
case, we relied on self-reported educational attainment level,
which provides a closer link to individual level sugar sweetened
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drinks consumption. However, more than 40% of our
participants had college education or higher, compared with the
18% reported nationally; only 15% of our sample had primary
school or less compared with 25% nationally.41 Along with the
composition of our sample, our results need to be interpreted
taking into consideration that our sample is composed of health
professionals and their families, who are likely to be more
informed about the health effects of sugar sweetened drinks
than the overall population and might respond more positively
than the rest of the population to the sugar sweetened beverages
tax. Considering these limitations, our study still adds individual
level, self-reported evidence suggesting that the tax has an
important ability to positively influence consumption
behaviours, in line with previous findings from household
purchase and sales data.20 21 We believe these findings should
encourage deeper investigation of the intersection between
education, information, and the tax to generate reductions in
the consumption of sugar sweetened beverages.

Strengths and limitations of study
Our analysis of Mexico’s sugar sweetened beverages tax did
not have a comparison group, as the tax is a national policy.
Instead, we had information available from two time points
before the implementation of the tax, which allowed us to
estimate the trend between 2004 and 2010 and compare it with
the observed consumption in 2017. Our results could be
influenced by social and economic confounders that we were
unable to account for. However, we included a large set of
confounders at the individual and family level, as well as
economic and weather data to adjust for seasonal differences,
given that temperature and economic changes have a strong
influence on beverage consumption. The food frequency
questionnaire used was previously validated, but it was not
assessed specifically for sugar content. Furthermore, it was
validated in a sample of women of low socioeconomic status
from Mexico City. This difference in validated population from
the one used for our analysis could potentially influence our
results.27 Also, our sample consists of health workers and their
families, who, besides being more affluent and better educated,
are likely to be more informed about the health implications of
sugar sweetened drinks than is the average Mexican; their
socioeconomic status and professional involvement could make
them more prone to health oriented lifestyle changes than the
general population.42 This population might also underreport
soft drink consumption if they understand and perceive the
negative health implications of consumption of sugar sweetened
drinks, particularly if the social desirability bias increased over
time. We note, however, that the post-tax wave used here was
at least three years after the media attention around the tax, so
whether such a bias would have necessarily become stronger
for the post-tax wave is unclear. Previous studies also found an
increase in purchases of water at least within the first year of
the tax.14 Unfortunately, we were unable to investigate changes
in water consumption in our study as the questions for water
intake in the HWCS survey changed across the three waves.

Implication of results
The nature of the public health policy and the possible study
designs available make isolating the effects of this intervention
difficult. It is unclear whether changes in reported intakes of
sugar sweetened beverages are due to actual behavioural changes
in response to higher prices or to the growing perception and
understanding that such drinks are unhealthy and that
consumption should be lowered (norm changes). Nevertheless,
our findings, together with published evidence, indicate that a

fiscal measure such as taxation can be effective in helping to
reduce intake of sugar sweetened drinks in the population.37

These results have an important public health implication, as
they add to the much needed evidence for the short term and
longer term effects of sugar sweetened beverages taxation on
sales and consumption that has been requested by policy makers
and industry stakeholders. Continued close monitoring of
changes in intake by the population is still needed to better
understand the effects of this policy and assess potential future
modifications.

Conclusion
Mexico’s sugar sweetened beverages tax (1 peso per litre) was
implemented with the aim of reducing consumption of unhealthy
drinks. Our findings show the continuous role that taxation
might play in reducing intake of soft drinks three years after
implementation. Further research to understand the longer term
implications that these changes could have for body weight or
metabolic diseases is needed. A growing evidence base suggests
that sizable reductions in consumption of sugar sweetened drinks
might be obtained with the current tax.37 Recent calls to increase
the tax to 20% have been made, to further reduce consumption
of unhealthy drinks.

What is already known on this topic
Taxes on sugar sweetened drinks have been recommended as an
intervention to reduce sugar consumption
Evidence of the effectiveness of tax in reducing consumption of sugar
sweetened drinks in Mexico has been established through purchases and
sales studies at the household level
No study has analysed individual changes in consumption related to the
tax in Mexico

What this study adds
Three years after implementation of the tax, the probability of being a
medium or high consumer of soft drinks had decreased, and the probability
of being a low consumer or non-consumer had increased
Stronger associations were observed in participants with secondary school
and higher education than in those with elementary school or less
Taxes on sugar sweetened drinks are an effective means of deterring
consumption; further increases to the tax could encourage further
reductions in the very high consumption levels in Mexico
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Tables

Table 1| Sample characteristics of the Health Workers Cohort Study participants at each wave of data collection. Data are mean (SD) unless
stated otherwise

Wave 3, 2017Wave 2, 2010Wave 1, 2004Characteristics

96016231203No*

47.8 (12.5)46.9 (13.1)47.3 (13.0)Age at baseline, years

207 (24.2)504 (31.1)288 (23.9)No (%) male sex

11.1 (3.0)4.7 (3.4)0Time in cohort, years

Education—No (%):

118 (12.3)230 (14.2)179 (14.8)  Elementary school or less

333 (34.7)612 (37.7)457 (38.0)  Secondary school or high school

509 (53.0)781 (48.1)567 (47.1)  College and higher

Income— No (%):

249 (25.9)540 (33.3)356 (29.6)  Low

305 (31.8)609 (37.5)452 (37.6)  Middle

406 (42.3)474 (29.2)395 (32.8)  High

23.7 (2.5)25.5 (2.1)24.9 (1.9)Temperature, °C

9267.0 (100.0)9435.1 (366.0)7697.7 (363.3)Annual gross domestic product, US$

4.6 (0.7)3.3 (0.2)4.1 (0.6)Inflation, %

$ 1=£0.80; €0.91.
* This is an unmatched panel; thus, fluctuations could arise from actual change over time or from changes in participants. Descriptive information about a matched panel

can be found in appendix 2.
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Table 2| Percentage difference in predicted probability of being in soft drink consumption categories for periods before (2004-13) and after
(2017-18) implementation of sugar sweetened beverage tax, by income level

Change in percentage points (95% CI) before to after taxSoft drink consumption categories*

Non-consumer

4.4 (−2.4 to 11.2)Low income

5.7 (0.3 to 11.1)Middle income

5.1 (−0.1 to 10.2)High income

Low consumer

4.3 (−1.5 to 10.0)Low income

9.4 (2.3 to 16.6)Middle income

8.8 (1.4 to 16.2)High income

Medium consumer

−5.7 (−14.0 to 2.6)Low income

−8.1 (−15.3 to−0.8)Middle income

−7.2 (−14.3 to−0.1)High income

High consumer

−3.0 (−7.1 to 1.1)Low income

−7.1 (−12.3 to−1.8)Middle income

−6.6 (−12.2 to−1.1)High income

Predicted values from ordered logistic correlated random effects regression models shown in appendix table A1-3.
* Non-consumer=no soft drink consumption; low consumer=consumed <1 serving/week; medium consumer=consumed 1 serving/week to <1 serving/day; high

consumer=consumed ≥1 serving/day.
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Table 3| Percentage difference in predicted probability of being in soft drink consumption categories for periods before (2004-13) and after
(2017-18) implementation of sugar sweetened beverages tax, by education level

Change in percentage points (95% CI) from before to after taxSoft drink consumption categories*

Non-consumer

0.9 (−1.7 to 3.5)Elementary school or less

6.8 (0.7 to 12.9)Middle and high school

6.7 (0.0 to 13.4)College and higher

Low consumer

3.3 (−5.9 to 12.6)Elementary school or less

9.0 (2.7 to 15.4)Middle and high school

6.8 (1.4 to 12.2)College and higher

Medium consumer

−0.5 (−3.4 to 2.4)Elementary school or less

−9.0 (−16.6 to−1.5)Middle and high school

−8.5 (−16.3 to−0.6)College and higher

High consumer

−3.7 (−13.7 to 6.3)Elementary school or less

−6.8 (−11.7 to−2.0)Middle and high school

−5.0 (−9.1 to−0.9)College and higher

Predicted values from ordered logistic correlated random effects regression models shown in appendix table A1-4.
* Non-consumer=no soft drink consumption; low consumer=consumed <1 serving/week; medium consumer=consumed 1 serving/week to <1 serving/day; high

consumer=consumed ≥1 serving/day.
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Figures

Fig 1 Unadjusted distribution of categories of soft drinks consumption among participants in Health Workers Cohort Study
between 2004 and 2017. Non-consumer=no soft drink consumption; low consumer=consumed <1 serving/week;
medium consumer=consumed 1 serving/week to <1 serving/day; high consumer=consumed ≥1 serving/day

Fig 2 Percentage difference in predicted probability of changing soft drink consumption categories between periods before
(2004-13) and after (2017-18) implementation of sugar sweetened beverages tax in Mexico. Non-consumer=no soft
drink consumption; low consumer=consumed <1 serving/week; medium consumer=consumed 1 serving/week to <1
serving/day; high consumer=consumed ≥1 serving/day. Predicted values from ordered logistic correlated random
effects regression models shown in appendix table A1-2
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Fig 3 Percentage difference in predicted probability of being in soft drink consumption categories between periods before
(2004-13) and after (2017-18) implementation of sugar sweetened beverages tax in Mexico, complete case analysis.
Non-consumer=no soft drink consumption; low consumer=consumed <1 serving/week; medium consumer=consumed
1 serving/week to <1 serving/day; high consumer=consumed ≥1 serving/day. Predicted values from ordered logistic
correlated random effects regression models shown in appendix table A2-2
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